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Introduction 
Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space, and let (w, u) 
denote the pairing between w in X* and u in X. 
The recent literature has seen a great development of the theory of 
monotone nonlinear operators T from X to X*, where T is said to be 
monotone if for every pair u and v of elements of X: 
(Tu-Tv, u-v);;;.O. 
(Of. especially BROWDER [2] and MINTY [13]. An extensive survey of the 
literature and of the applications of the theory of monotone operators to 
boundary value problems for nonlinear partial differential equations is 
given in BROWDER [7]. Further references to related Russian papers are 
given in KACHUROVSKI [11].) 
It is our object in the present paper to carry over some of the basic 
results of the theory of continuous (or demicontinuous) monotone operators 
from X to X* to a somewhat different but related class of nonlinear 
operatorsTfromX to X, theJ-monotone operators defined in BROWDER [8]. 
Definition 1: Let X be a Banach space, X* its adjoint space, {l(r) 
a continuous strictly increasing real-valued function on Rl with fl(O) = 0. 
If J is a mapping of X into X*, then J is said to be a duality mapping 
of X into X* with gauge function fl if for each u in X, the following two 
conditions hold : 
(Ju, u) =I lull· fl(llull}, 
and 
IIJull = fl(llull). 
When X =H, a Hilbert space, then X* can be identified with H by the 
inner product and the simplest duality mapping is the identity mapping I. 
If X is the Banach space lP, 1 < p < + oo, then X*= lPI(p-1) and the simplest 
duality mapping is the canonical mapping 
Jo( {xk}) = {lxkjP-2xk}· 
1) The work of the first-named author was partially supported by N.S.F. Grant 
GP-3552, that of the second-named author by AFOSR Grant, AF-AFOSR-736-65. 
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In both these examples (as noted in BROWDER [8]), the duality mappings 
we have singled out have the property of being continuous both in the 
pair of weak topologies of X and X* and the pair of strong topologies of 
X and X*. 
If X* is strictly convex, the duality mapping J is uniquely determined 
by its gauge f-qnction f.' and exactly one duality mapping J exists for 
each gauge function. Moreover, J is continuous from the strong topology 
of X to the weak* topology of X*. If in addition X* is uniformly convex, 
J is strongly continuous, i.e. continuous from the strong topology of X 
to the strong topology of X*. However, the uniform convexity of X and X* 
does not imply the weak continuity of J, (i.e. its continuity from the weak 
topology of X to the weak* topology of X*) for any duality mapping J 
of X into X*. As we show in Section 2 below, for any LP space on the 
interval [0,1] with 1<p< +=and p-:/=2, there are no weakly continuous 
duality mappings. (This conclusion was already established by an example 
for p = 4 in BROWDER [8]. Let us also note here the analytical results 
concerning duality mappings involved in the Beurling-Livingston theorem 
(BEURLING-LIVINGSTON [1], BROWDER [5], [6). In particular, every 
duality mapping is a monotone map from X to X*.) 
Definition 2: Let X be a Banach space, X* its conjugate space, 
J a mapping of X into X* (and in particular, a duality mapping). Then if 
Tis a mapping of X into X, Tis said to be J-monotone if for all u and v 
of X: 
(J(u-v), Tu-Tv);;;.O. 
J7monotone mappings were introduced in connection with the study of 
nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces in BRoWDER [8]. If S is a 
mapping of X into X, S is said to be nonexpansive if for all u and v of X, 
IISu-Svll<llu-vl/. 
If S is nonexpansive and J is any duality mapping of X into X*, it was 
observed in [8] that the mapping T=l -S of X into X is J-monotone. 
If H is a Hilbert space, the class of /-monotone maps of H into H 
coincides with the class of monotone mappings as previously defined. 
Results for J-monotone operators with J linear were given in BRoWDER 
[3], [4] and KAcHUROVSKI [ll]. If on the other hand, T is linear, the 
concept of J-monotone mappings T with J a duality map corresponds to 
the definition that ( -T) be dissipative in the generalized sense of LuMER 
and PHILLIPS [12]. 2) 
2) Added in proof : A somewhat different application of a related generalization 
of monotonicity to nonlinear equations of evolution in Hilbert space has been 
given by PH:n.IP HARTMAN in a paper which came to our attention after the 
manuscript of the present note had been transmitted (P. HARTMAN, Liapounoff 
functions and nonlinear functional equations, Annali Di. Roma, 69-70, (1965)). 
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Definition 3: The Banach space X is said to have property (:nh if 
there exists a directed set { F ,} of finite dimensional subspaces of X ordered 
by inclusion and a corresponding set of projection mappings PIX of X with 
range FIX such that the union of the F, is dense in X, while for each .x, liP lXII = 1. 
Hilbert spaces obviously have property (:n)1, and more generally so do 
the lP spaces for 1<p< +oo. In the latter case, the subspaces FIX are 
taken as the subspaces Gk of all the sequences whose components vanish 
after the k-th. The corresponding projection mappings PIX are the mappings 
which wipe out all components after the k-th. More generally still, we 
show in Section 2 by a construction which we owe to Richard Beals that 
every a-finite measure space, LP(m) has the property (:nh for 1 <P < oo. 
We remark finally, that in separable spaces X, property (:nh is a conse-
quence of the existence of a monotone Schauder basis in the sense of 
DAY [9] (p. 67). Property (:nh was applied to the study of weakly continuous 
mappings from X to X in DE FIGUEIREDO [10]. 
Our principal results are contained in the following three theorems: 
Theorem 1 : Let X be a reflexive Banach space with a strictly convex 
conjugate space X* with X satisfying property (:n)l. Let J be a duality mapping 
of X into X* which is both weakly and strongly continuous. LetT be a mapping 
of X into X such that T is continuous from the strong topology of X to the 
weak topology of X and satisfies both of the following conditions: 
(a) T is J-monotone, i.e. for all u and v of X, 
(J(u-v), Tu-Tv)-:;.0. 
(b) T is J-coercive, i.e. there exists a real-valued function c(r) on R1 
with c(r) --+ + oo as r--+ + oo, such that for all u in X 
(Ju, Tu) -;;.c(lluii)IIJull· 
Then T maps X onto X, i.e. the equation Tu = f has a solution u in X for 
every f in X. 
As a specialization of Theorem 1, we have the following: 
Theorem 2: LetT be a mapping of the space lP into itself (1 <p< +oo), 
and let Jo be the canonical duality map of lP into lPI(p-1), Suppose that T 
is continuous from the strong to the weak topology of lP, and that T 0 is both 
Jo-monotone and Jo-coercive. 
Then T maps lP onto lP. 
Theorem 2 obviously follows from Theorem 1 together with the facts 
already noted that lP has property (:nh and that the duality map Jo of lP 
into lPI(p-1) is both weakly and strongly continuous. 
We shall obtain Theorem 1 as a consequence of the following more 
precise result: 
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Theorem 3: Let X be a reflexive Banach space with a strictly convex 
conjugate space X* such that X has property (nh and such that there exists a 
duality map J of X into X* which is both strongly and weakly continuous. 
Let T be a J -monotone mapping of X, into X, with T continuous from the 
strong topology of X to the weak topology of X. For a given r > 0, let Br be 
the closed ball of radius r about the origin in X, and suppose that for //u/J=r, 
(Ju, Tu)?O. 
Then there exists a point u0 in Br such that Tu0 = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1 from Theorem 3: Let w be a fixed element 
of X, and consider the mapping Tw of X into X given by Twu=Tu-w. 
Since Tis J-monotone, so is Tw. For JJuJJ=r, for any r>O, we have 
(Ju, Twu)=(Ju, Tu)-(Ju, w)>c(r)//Ju//-//w////Ju//>0 
if c(r) > JJwJJ. Since c(r) --+ + = as r--+ + =, there exists R(JJwJI) such that 
c(r) > Jlw/1 for r > R(JJwJI). For such a choice of r, it follows from Theorem 3 
that Tw has a zero u0 in Br, i.e. Tu0 =w. q.e.d. 
We carry through the proof of Theorem 3 based upon four Lemmas in 
Section 1. In Section 2, we verify the remarks already made about the 
LP spaces. 
Section 1: 
Lemma· 1: Let X be a Banach space having property (nh with X* 
strictly convex. Let {Fa} and {P,x} be families of spaces and projections for 
which the conditions of property (n)l hold, and let P"' *be the adjoint map of P"', 
where P"' * is an idempotent selfmapping of X*. Let J be any duality mapping 
of X into X*. 
Then for any u in F "'' 
Proof of Lemma 1: · We remark first that if X* is strictly convex 
and J is a duality mapping of X into X* with gauge function f-l, then for 
any element v of X* and an element u of X such that 
(v, u) = JJull· t-t(JJuJI), and JJvJJ <t-t(JJuJI), 
we must have v=Ju. Indeed, it follows from the first equality that 
JJu/Jt-t(/JuJI)<JivJI-!IuJJ. If u=O, the second inequality implies that v=O=Ju. 
If uo;60, we may divide the derived inequality by llu/1, and obtain 
1/v/1 > t-t(l/u/1), 
and hence 1/vll = t-t(llu/1). Finally, the set 
{vJv EX*, (v, u) = 1/ul/t-t(llu/1), 1/v/1 <t-t(l/u/1)} 
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is a convex subset of a sphere in X* for each fixed u in X. It contains the 
point Ju and by the strict convexity of X* it must consist of a single point. 
Hence v=Ju. 
To prove Lemma 1, therefore, it suffices to show for each u in F"' that 
P"' *Ju satisfies the two conditions characterizing Ju. However, 
(P"'*Ju, u)=(Ju, P"'u)=(Ju, u)=llull.u(llull), 
while 
IIP"'*Jull < IIP"'*II·IIJull= IIJull=.u(llull) 
Lemma 2: Let F be a finite dimensional Banach space, J a duality 
mapping of F into F*. Let T be a continuous mapping of F into F, and 
suppose that for a given r > 0, with Br the closed ball of radius r about the 
origin in F, for all u in F with llull=r, 
(Ju, Tu)-;;,0. 
Then there exists a point u0 in Br such that Tuo = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 2: Let U =1 -T, with I the identity map of F. 
It suffices to show that U has a fixed point in Br. Let V be the map of Br 
into Br given by 
) 
Uu, if Uu lies in Br 
Vu= Uu . 
r II Uull, If Uu lies outside Br. 
V is a continuous map of Br into Br and has a fixed point uo in Br 
by the Brouwer fixed point theorem. If lluoll < r, the Vuo = uo lies inside 
the interior of Br and Uuo= Vuo=Uo. If lluoll=r, then IIUuoll>r, and 
we have 
Uuo=J.uo, J.=(IIUuoll/r)> 1. 
If A.> 1, we have a contradiction since for lluoll =r 
(Juo, Uuo) = (Juo, uo)- (Juo, Tuo) < (Juo, uo) 
while 
(Juo, Uuo)=J.(Juo, uo)>(Juo, uo). 
Hence A= 1, and Uuo=uo. q.e.d. 
Lemma 3: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, let {F"'} and {P"'} be 
families of finite-dimensional subspaces of X and the corresponding projection 
mappings satisfying the conditions for property (nh for X. For a given .x, 
letT"' be the mapping of F"' into F"' given by T"'u=P"'Tu. 
Then T"' has a zero in Br n F"'. 
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Proof of Lemma 3: Since P"' maps X onto F"', P"' * maps X* onto 
F"' *, i.e. the restriction of elements of X* to their action on F"' maps 
P"' *(X*) isometrically onto F"' *.If we identify these two spaces, we remark 
that the mapping J"' ofF"' into F"'* given by J"'u=P"'*Ju is a duality 
mapping of F"' into F"' *. Indeed by Lemma 1, J "'u = J u for each u in F "'' 
so that if tAr) is the gauge function of J, iiJ"'ull=iiJuil=,u(iiull) and 
(J"'u, u) = (Ju, u) for each u in F"'. On the other hand, 
(J"'u, T"'u)=(Ju, P"'Tu)=(P"'*Ju, Tu)=(Ju, Tu);;;,O 
for each u in F rx with I lull= r. Applying Lemma 2, we see that T"' has a zero 
in Br n F"'. q.e.d. 
Lemma 4: Let J be a duality map of X into X*, T a mapping of X 
into X which is continuous from line segments in X to the weak topology of X. 
Suppose that X is reflexive and X* strictly convex. Let u0 and wo be elements 
of X such that for all u in X, 
(J(u-uo), Tn-wo);;;,O. 
Then Tuo = wo. 
Proof of Lemma 4: For an arbitrary v in X and any t>O, let 
Ut=Uo+tv. We have 
O.;;;(J(ut-Uo), Tut-Wo)=(J(tv), Tut-Wo). 
By the definition of duality mapping and the strict convexity of X*, 
for each t>O, there exists a real number Cv(t)>O such that J(tv)=Cv(t)Jv. 
Hence 
Cancelling the positive multiplier Cv(t), we obtain 
(Jv, Tut-Wo);;;,O. 
Letting t --+ 0 +, it follows from the weak continuity of T on segments 
in X that 
(Jv, Tuo-wo);;;,O. 
Replacing v by ( - v) and using the fact that J ( - v) = - J v, we see that 
(Jv, Tuo-wo)<O, 
and hence that 
(Jv, Tuo-wo)=O. 
Finally by the generalized Beurling-Livingston theorem (BROWDER [5]), 
J maps X onto X* since X is reflexive and X* is strictly convex. Hence 
Tuo=Wo. q.e.d. 
Proof of Theorem 3 completed: Let {F"'} and {P"'} be the spaces 
and projections corresponding to property (nh for ·X. LetT"', for each £X, 
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be the mapping ofF"' into F"' given by T"'u=PIXTu. By Lemma 3, the 
equation T"'uiX=O has a solution u"' in Br n FIX. 
For each y in the directed set of indices, let 
By the weak compactness of the closed ball Br in the reflexive Banach 
space X, there exists a point u0 of Br which belongs to the intersection 
of the weak closures of the sets Vy. We shall show that Tuo=O. 
Let v be any element of U FY, and choose y such that v lies in Fr. 
y 
For any uiX in the corresponding Vy, we have 
bytheJ-monotonicity ofT. Since both v and uiX lie in FIX, however, we have 
since PIXTucx=O, (while by Lemma 1, P"'*J(v-u"')=J(v-uiX)). Thus 
The function h from Br to the reals given by h(w) = (J(v -w), Tv) is 
continuous in the weak topology on Br since J is weakly continuous. Since h 
is non-negative on Vy, it is non-negative on the weak closure of VY and in 
particular h(uo) > 0, i.e. 
for all v in U FY. 
y 
(J(v-uo), Tv)> 0 
Let v be any element of X. Since U FY is dense in X, we may find a 
y 
sequence {vk} in this dense subset converging strongly to v. Since T is 
continuous from the strong topology to the weak topology of X, Tvk 
converges weakly to Tv. Since J is strongly continuous, J(vk- uo) converges 
strongly to J(v-uo). Hence (J(vk-uo), Tvk)-+ (J(v-uo), Tv). Since for 
each k, 
it follows that 
(J(v-uo), Tv):;;.O 
for all v in X. Finally, applying Lemma 4, we see that Tuo=O. q.e.d. 
Section 2: 
Proposition 2.1: Let X be the Banach space LP([0,1]) for 1 <p< +c:x:> 
with p ¥= 2. Then there exists no weakly continuous duality mapping J of X 
into X*. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.1 : Since X* is strictly convex, if J is any 
duality mapping of X into X* for X =LP([0,1]), there exists a continuous 
function 1; on ( 0, oo) such that for u # 0, 
Ju=C(iiuii)Jou 
where Jo is the canonical duality mapping 
(Jou)(x) = iu(x)IP-2u(x). 
We shall construct a sequence {uk} with llukilo>= 1 such that Uk-+ 0 
weakly i:n LP while Jouk converges weakly to a non-zero limit. It follows 
from the form of J that Juk also converges weakly to a non-zero limit 
and hence that J is not weakly continuous. 
To construct the sequence {uk}, we choose a function u0 in LP([0,1]) 
such that 
1 J uo(x) dx=O 
0 
while 
1 J 1Uo(x)IP-2uo(x) dx=eo#O. 
0 
We normalize Uo by the condition that 
1 J IUo(x)IP dx= 1, 
0 
and extend its definition to [0, oo) by making it periodic of period 1. 
For k;;. 1, let 
Uk(X)=Uo(kx), X E [0,1]. 
Then 
1 k 
iiukliP.v>uo,l]) = J iuo(kx)IP dx= (1/k) J luo(y)IPdy=kfk= l. 
0 0 
To show that uk converges weakly to 0 in LP([0,1]), it suffices for each c 
c 
in [0,1] to show that J uk(x) dx-+ 0. However, 
0 
c c kc kc-[kcl 
J Uk(x) dx= J uo(kx) dx= 1/k J uo(y) dy= 1/k J Uo(y) dy= O(llk)-+ 0. 
0 0 0 0 
On the other hand 
1 1 k 
J (Jouk)(x) dx= J iuk(x)IP-2uk(x) dx= 1/kJ 1Uo(Y)IP-2Uo(y)dy=eo#O. 
0 0 0 
Hence Jouk does not converge weakly to zero, and, as follows from a 
similar computation as done for uk, converges weakly to Co# 0. q.e.d. 
Proposition 2.2: For any p with 1.;;;p<oo, LP(m) satisfies property 
(nh for a q-finite measure m. 
27 Seiies A 
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Proof: Let {81, ... , Sr} be any .finite family of disjoint sets of finite 
measure, {/I, ... , /r} their characteristic functions. We define a projection P 
on the space spanned by {/I, ... , lr} by setting 
r 
Pf= .! (l/m(SJ)} f f(x) dx. 
1=1 s; 
It follows from the Holder inequality that IIPIILf'<m> = l. q.e.d. 
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